Introducing Nameofthelord777
Ministry Short History and Focus
Short History of our Ministry we are non denominational Self funded Ministry. We started in 2013
January with two branches one in Mandaue Cebu and now others in Palawan Philippines. Because of
the Deceptions of the Last Days Revealed as he promised in these last Days like no Third Temple, Last
Trump , Babylon is Fallen Fallen, and the Flat Earth we have chosen to consolidate our emphasis into
two Ministries one reaching Philippines and the USA via Internet(God revealed the Flat earth in late
2016). Second we still have 144 active Ministry with thousands of others receiving sandals as a gift
emphasizing God’s love for them. of on two Islands from 3 years to 90 years of age. (Three Ministries in
Palawan are soon to be revived as the Latter Rain is coming.) We Seek to reach the Lost and edify the
Saved through the PROMOTION OF BIBLE TEACHING RELEVANT TO THE LAST DAYS i.e. BIBLE
READING/TEACHING AND SCRIPTURE MEMORIZATION. We also have Many You Tube’s and PowerPoint
studies of Various Topics Relevant to the Bible and Christian Living and of course the End Times or Last
Days. Our Emphasis is to prepare and alert the World’s Christians to the imminent danger in our perilous
End Times and the fact that all signs point to Tribulation and at its end the Rapture and Coming Kingdom
of God on Earth known as the Millennium. Nameofthelord777 Ministry can be contacted in Philippines
by our

Main Web Page at Thelasttrump777.wordpresss.com
and Flatearthandthelastdaysblog.wordpress.com

Genesis 1:6 And God said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it
divide the waters from the waters. 7 And God made the firmament, and divided the waters
which were under the firmament from the waters which were above the firmament: and it
was so. The Globe is one of the greatest Deceptions ever tried by Satan. (What are you
believing and why Try a taste of the truth it will be bitter in your mouth than turn to honey in
your heart!!!)

SHEOL

Our Last Days, Jesus Return is Imminent, Flat Earth Family.
Left to Right: Joy, Achiah, Grace and Mark

Isaiah 19:19 In that day shall there be an altar to the LORD in the midst of the land of Egypt, and a
pillar at the border thereof to the LORD. (Giza Pyramid)
20 And it shall be for a sign and for a witness unto the LORD of hosts in the land of Egypt: for they
shall cry unto the LORD because of the oppressors, and he shall send them a saviour, and a great one,
and he shall deliver them. (See our Future studies for connection to the Last Days 2011-2019) If
Mason’s leave alone you can find us as This will show the “Design Boss for the Giza Pyramid” in Feet,
Sacred Cubits, Royal Cubits and ALL NEW FLAT EARTH DESIGN MILES?

“The World is Decaying from seemingly
Harmless Wizard of OZ Promoting Witches
to the latest Obamanation of Transgender
Bathrooms and an Altar to Baal was built in
London and almost in New York City.
Finally the USA Olympic Gymnasts have to
wear a Uniform honoring Baphomet!
Prepare for Holocaust type persecution ”

Your almost Late and your Future awaits are you
on the road to Destruction of Eternal Life???

Baphomet is Not only in Detroit he is in the Olympic Uniforms! When will America see
its Destiny of Destruction and Christians REPENT. Washington DC is on the 77 Parallel.
77= False Prophet/Mystery Babylon???

Baphamet statue came on July 25, 2015 to USA
it is everywhere integrated into our culture
even the Olympic Uniforms…

Baphamet is everywhere Leave the Worlds System and come Back to the
Plan of God’s Salvation. His Desire is that None are lost!!!

Revealed from God August 11, 2017 .Vive LasVegas Key in Kingsman Movie confirms
our Sept. 30,2017. Las Vegas Shooting of a gunman MK Ultra controlled with 23
Guns(Death and punishment) and 33= ties to Masons and the size of the Sun. Wake up
America!!!

Baphomet is Not only in Detroit he is in the Olympic Uniforms! When will America see its
Destiny of Destruction and Christians REPENT. Washington DC is on the 77 Parallel. 77=
False Prophet/Mystery Babylon???(aligned with Mecca)
The Nazis were not killed and Defeated in
WW2 they moved to America to Head Nasa
and all other Organizations ie Mason’s.
Washington DC is on the 77th Longitude. In
Biblical Numerology 77=False Prophet. It is
Clear as the Bible Says Mystery Babylon will
be THE World Leader of Military and Sin.
(55 Million Abortions and the Leader in
exporting Pornography to the World. ie 7080%. ) If your pride has blinded you as Matt.
24:10-12 says it will you better get ready for
Chaos. Hillary has just killed 6 people in the
last 6 weeks and CNN has said nothing.
When they come for you if you smell like a
Christian you will cry and no one will come.
Your Only Hope is Trust in Jesus of the
BIBLE. God has raised up enemies to Bring
you down since you have not decided to
Pray and Repent. Ie ISIS created by
Obama(Antichrist Forerunner), Russia
(Magog), and Iran (Persian Empire). May

Caution!!!
Advanced Studies
follow the order or
risk getting prideful
and turning back to
the world for
wisdom>>>

1. OphirisPhilippines.com
Return of Jesus foretold clearly in the Giza Pyramid Our Premier site Honoring the King of Kings and his Return!!! Special
Bonus Links to The Latest Revelations of “The God Culture and the Location of Eden, Ophir, Havilah, and Sheba all in the
PHILIPPINES!!!

2. Thelasttrump777.wordpress.com
Last Days info with a bit of everything and Archived Studies

4. Flatearthandthelastdaysblog.wordpress.com
Arthur’s Design of God’s Flat Earth

6. Trumpputinerdoganobamaantichrist.com
Know Satan the Antichrist and his Deceptions

3. Godslastdayswisdome.com
Matt. Chap. 24 the Blue Print of the Last days in Jesus own words!

5. Nameofthelord777.wordpress.com
Basic Ministry and Biblical Foundational Studies

7. Future Effort
Not revealed to the Arthur at this time… stay informed and keep
looking up your redemption draweth nigh!!!

Nameofthelord777 Ministry
Promising to tell the Greatest Story
Ever of Jesus Return in these Last
Days, as long as I have Breathe!!!
OCC – Oasis of Christ’s Children
2013-Millennium

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leelands 14 year plan with Sun and Moon Speed Revelations

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

I’am I’am and the
deceiver is NOT I’AM

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!)

Mark Twain a
mason, speaks
the truth. It is
easier to fool
the people
than convince
them they have
been fooled!!!

God’s Flat Earth: Everything
Comes from Giza Gods witness
and testimony. Isa 19,20
31,504 mi

Great White throne of
Judgment=Rev. 20:11
God’s
Throne

New Jerusalem
=Rev. 20:11
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Sea Level
When Traveling Down the Firmament the Sun changes 10.84 miles
per day in elevation. The Sun and Moon as they both travel a
Fibonacci curve they cris crossing down the firmament creating the 14
phases of the moon. The Moon changes elevation per day by 67.05
miles a day and stays at 45 ° to the Flat Earth North Pole.

God’s Throne = 88022 mi. above the NP = Great
White Throne of Judgment Rev. 20:11

New Jerusalem =
31,504 mi. = Rev. 21:2

4950 mi.

3960 mi.

Sun and Moon Horizontal
Speeds moving in the firmament

2970 mi.

6th = 12,870 mi. Venus & Mars
5th = 7920 mi. Mercury & Earth

7th = 20,790 mi. Saturn & Jupiter Jesus & NJ

Jesus Abode = 31,680 mi.
8th = 33,660 mi. Neptune & Uranus

9th = 54,450 mi. Pluto & Angels

10th Firmament = God’s Throne= 88,022 mi.
(88022 Trump text)

Teaching the keys to the heights
and distances of the Sun and
the Moon from
Sea Level and the
North Pole.

 778 mph at the Tropic of
Cancer (BNM=Good News)
 1037 mph at the Equator
(BNM=Falling Away)
 1296 mph at the Tropic of
Capricorn (BNM= New
Jerusalem)

Sea Level

When Traveling the Firmament, the Sun with a complete cycle = 365.24 days changes 10.84 miles in elevation as it travel a
Fibonacci curve crisscrossing the Moon down the firmament. The Moon creating the 14 phases changes elevation and increases
by 67.05 miles a day with a complete cycle = 59.06 days. Daily snapshots from the same spot will create the Analemma. For
More Details go to flatearthandthelastdaysblog.wordpress.com

Hollywood is not just for
sinners anymore they are
giving Helpful hints to
Saints in these last days

Aquaman is Code For
Poseidon

Aqua man he is the Jesus of this fight to save the world…King Arthur
is substituted for Poseidon to confuse the listeners as King Arthur
has been washed from the History books.,

• The Movie sets up Aquaman really inserting King
Arthur without his 121 knights back into history to
mock the ignorance of the public about King Arthurs
real life 510 AD to 579 ad AND THE Abomination that
made Europe desolate in 576 AD
• A= King Arthur but he is mocked as a Bastard son of a
Light keeper and the queen of the Ocean_____.
• Remember Hitler was a bastard child of Rothschild
and he ran the world for satan…

Aqua man he is the Jesus of this fight to save the world…King Arthur
is substituted for Poseidon to confuse the listeners as King Arthur
has been washed from the History books.,

• Flat Earth is clearly shown in the movie
• 911 pitch fork is really Posiedens
• 911 was built with the idea of tearing down 28 years later. And
after 14 years they finished the Wtc 7 building…
• Finished on April 1973 demolished on sept. 11, 2991. 5126
days from George Bushs famous New World Order Speech of
Sept. 11, 1990.
• We showed you the .091122159 mile high Giza Pyramid they
have tried to Usurp and hide since it Models the FlaT Earth.
• The Movie is all about King Arthur 2 a type of Christ living
b3etween 500-579 AD in europe…
• This is where Rosette Delacroix is right about one thing the
orginal settlers in Europe were descendants of the Israelites.

Kingsman Movie is full of
connections to Poppy
fields drug use
Macdonlds abortion
meat, flat earth etc

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

God Knows the Beginning from the End History is not
Arbitrary but God Ordained

Of King Arthurs 12
Knight s of the
Round table Sir
Galahad was One of
the Key
Players(Coincidence
is Not Kosher)

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Gala Had was the name of one of the Characters in Kingsman

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days
Hollywood Demonic Rulers tell all to the Saints of the Last days are you listening are
your eyes wide open???
1.
2.

3.

4.

The truth of “The Bible” and Noah’s days 12-21-2010 was the first Blood moon of
the 9th and final Tetrad.
“The Four Horsemen” size of God Firmament- Confirmed Leland's prediction that
2013-2017 sept was the four horsemen riding during the First 7 years of Joseph.
Taught us the return of Magic during the last days
The Kingsman Poppy- MacDonald's hamburgers laced with aborted Baby blood to
make us all guilty of eating things given to idols. Angkor Watt setting= Megaliths
and the 51840 years from creation.
Obamas Transgender bathroom reinforce how far we have fallen. Sept. 11, 2001
speed of the moon and sun show the Great falling away

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days
Hollywood Demonic Rulers tell all to the Saints of the Last days are you listening are
your eyes wide open???
5.

6.

Gods progressing in his killing Of his enemies has increased in these last days. At
the same time the four carpenters have been loosed to develop people to be part
of the Lords army. Leeland for sure blessed with amazing insight into the scriptures
and the operations of heaven… Myself I feel marked and blessed with amazing
realizations into biblical numbers and the relationship of Isaiah 19:19 and the
Universe design. He gave me many helpers along the way ie some masons
unknowingly giving me hints in plain sight like Danny Wilten allowed me to
discover the repeating sequence that holds up the firmament and the sizes of
various pyramids and their relationships to Processional numbers. But Tesla has
been my pride and joy like Enoch both brilliant servants of God who taught the 396
and 432 numbers and their connection to God. However it was Enoch that walked
with God and probably built the Giza Pyramid.
Mission Impossible and Mason Tom Cruise should us where the Throne of God was
at 88111. Also involved is robocop 2014 Movie that prominentlys shows the
number 881. Mission Impossible also introduces the 12 apostles..

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days
Hollywood Demonic Rulers tell all to the Saints of the Last days are you listening are your eyes wide open??? Continued…
7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

The movie with the pods show how the world is a firmament and how they view creation as a egg. And how our spirits
were generated at creation and go back to god when we die only to be rebirthed again in a new person or animal…
Leelands idea but I now support it. (Hindu type reincarnation and karma thing)
One thing I learned on my missionary trip to Palawan is how infiltrated are the masons in all churches on that island
and the world. I barely escaped with my life… Secret of the escape will remain between me and God however the
enemy was definitely hunting me down. The leader of the seventh day Baptist church I met a few years earlier and he
forced a 33 degree mason handshake on me. And prior to that I found out that Christian church's up and down the
island get regular phone calls from Masons trying to encourage them in the upcoming antichrist…(God please reveal
the Later day Rain it is hard to see there is still time…)
Pope Francis took the pope of the Orthodox church to Antarctica to show him the nephylym and try to encourage his
support when the take over happens Aug. 24, 2019. ( if leeland is right)
Donald Trumps text 88022 told us of the 13 pyramid American Dollar Bill last days. His Calm before the storm and Alice
in Wonderland tweet on 12-16-2017. (anniversary of the Maccabean in the same date in 167 BC BNM=167= mark of
the beast the temple was defiled. I believe that will happen on 12-16-2018 11 days form when I'm writing this warning
Monarch Mind Control Movie_____ (simple mind)taught us the 58 killed on Oct. 1 2017 was another of a list os school
shooters killing people this time to signal the Enoch last days. He predicted that after Israel comes back in the land
that their would be 58 leaders before Jesus returns. Netanyahu is 58th term prim minister and Trump is the 58th term
president of the United states

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days
Hollywood Demonic Rulers tell all to the Saints of the Last days are you listening are your eyes wide open??? Continued…
12.
13.

14.

15.
16.

17.

Jonathan Cahn Harbinger/Paridmn taught us that trump is Playing the role of Cyrus in the days of Ezra and Bill is Ahab
and Hillary is Jezebel I guess history is repeating.
Trump told us after the inaugural that his picture with all the nations top military was the calm be fore the storm and
he meant that his tweet on Dec. 16. 2018 (anniversary of the Maccabean revolt started same date in 167 BC. And it is
the last day of Hanukah the most likely day of the New Jerusalem coming to Gods flat earth…12-16-2018 will be the
last day of Hanukah. Remember Jesus actually celebrated Hanukah on 1 john…) Of course he went into the Noahs ark
on 11-9-2018 or on the day of the tweet 12-16-2017 and being the opposite of God not storm to calm he went from
calm to storm…
The movie with the pods show how the world is a firmament and how they view creation as a egg. And how our spirits
were generated at creation and go back to god when we die only to be rebirthed again in a new person or animal…
Leelands idea but I now support it. (Hindu type reincarnation and karma thing)
Minions taught us theat they are teaching the kids to accept the antichrist and mocing the moon landing right in our
face. Did I mention there is no gravity and no moon landings see our studies
Hunger games teach us of the dividing of the world and America ninto 12 division’s after the Jade Helm trype take
over in forced labor camps. They taught us that Jesus will return on a white horse tand they want to kkiill him he will
have a bows so they are teaching us how important a bow is in this movie and robin hood.
Robin Hood taught us the concept of taking from rich vatican and giving back to the poor.. It also showed us how
corrupt the Vatican and popes are. Almost all our Gold in Fort Knox has been taken to their basement…

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days
Hollywood Demonic Rulers tell all to the Saints of the Last days are you listening are your eyes wide open??? Contiued…
18.

Here are some Helpful short movies to clearly expose the deceptions(did I mention most things you think you know
are a big fat lie and all the evil ones Prov. 16;4 are enjoying your confusion about the pretribulation rapture etc.
N.
Killing of Gods enemies
O.
Myth of satellites and moon landing
P.
Flat earth and the Fish Eye lens deception of the globe earth
Q.
Teslas No Gravity and 369 and 432 details of how the world really operates iwht density replaing gravity.
R.
Climate change is real it is called the Rolling back fo the scroll to let New Jerusalem return…
S.
Speed of the sun and moon shed a lot of light into how the worshipers of the sun and moon and Apollo like
trum gates and Rothschild operate to set of False flags to support their agenda on days pleasing to thweir God
Lucifer…
T.
Secret societies rule our world after being run out of every country in Europe they came over to america with
the Quakers and subversively took over our land… One Lie and deception at a time. Maybe the mason Dixon
line should have be a wake up call or the assassination of Abe and JKF guilty of trying to keep ur courty
sovereign and not run by the federal reserve.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days
Hollywood Demonic Rulers tell all to the Saints of the Last days are you listening are your eyes wide open??? Continued…
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Minions Mock the Moon landing in your face that it was done in Hollywood. Meant to teach the Antichrist is a nice
Guy Gru???
Friday the 13th at 1428 Elm street Mocking the potential year of the Year of the abomination that makes desolate ie
1428+594=2022 abomination that makes desolate ie robot Sophia is worshiped on the temple mount. Repeat of the
slaughter of the pig in 12-16,167BC Last day of Hanukah when Antiochus of Epiphanies slaughtered a pig on temple
altar and then proceeded to persecute the Israelites for the next 3.5 years…
Harry Potter meant to make demons believable and make witch craft admirable subliminal
Monarch mind Control mass killing are to make you happy when the Antichrist proposes total gun control…
Batman was complimented by the premier of the batmen movie in Denver and the mass killing as he is the favorite of
the Occult all in black that is their demonic color they operate in the shadows doing all their terrible deeds
Grindelwald and the Fantastic Beasts Referring clearly to the 4 beasts Head of lion ox man and eagle etc.
Bohomian Rapsody bohemian Grove and bohemian means perverted Sex.
Mortal Machines= Cities of the Millenial Days. 1000 years after destruction of Universe as we know it the world is mad
up of big and small cities that move as machines. Movie again is full of biblical references ie the star is Esther Shaw
raised by a resurrected machine with a soul and green eyes like a cat. The name Shaw and snow in snow piercer are
very similar. The Main city machine is called London complete with the Vatican and Big Ben and at its corners are the
lions of the tribe of Judah. The story ends with Jesus played by the half breed Jesus(Man and God ) dying and the
Universe being saved from the terrible last days machine that destroyed the original Universe called Medusa. Ie MED
and United States. It looks like a tesla death Ray developed by Nasa with all there millions from telling you they are
going to Mars…All throgh the movie in the city of London there were references and actual worship of Cali the
Goddess of Darkness and a Hindu Godess also.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days
Hollywood Demonic Rulers tell all to the Saints of the Last days are you listening are your eyes wide open??? Continued…
18.

The Movie Aquaman has also filled with Bible Innuendo and references to historical figures like King Arthur 2 wiped
from the history books. We are reliving the year of the Dark ages when the bible was banned for the common Man.
This movie mixes the Greek mythology story of Poseidon with the truth of King Arthur. The truth is their probably was
a time where giants were gods on our earth prior to the flood and God destroyed the world and banished them to the
outer recesses of our world Ie Antarctica…King Arthurs history is so important when yo examine the 1368 letter to the
king of Norway and John Dees explanation of Elves livign at the north Pole (people small ast 30 inches). Ti explais the
magnetic rock at the north pole and the 19 indrqwing rivers that will pull you in to the center and drop into the
underworld. King Arthur also is important because he lived through the abomination of Desolation of the comet of
576 AD. 24*24(Matt. 24:24)

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leeland’s’ Last Day timing with Sun and Moon speeds added
for emphasis

Grindelwald and
fantastic Beast ie 4
Beasts

Minions and Gru=
friendly Antichrist
teaching stealing is Good

11. Lamb Reigns 1260
days=4 Cherubim= 4
Beasts= 4 Seals, 4
trumpets , Bowls of Vials
Lion, Ox, Man, Eagle

11. Leeland_Lamb Reigns 1260 days=4 Cherubim Lion, Ox, Man,
Eagle

11. Leeland_Lamb Reigns 1260 days=4 Cherubim Lion, Ox, Man,
Eagle

11. Leeland_Lamb Reigns 1260 days=4 Cherubim Lion, Ox, Man,
Eagle

11. Leeland_Lamb Reigns 1260 days=4 Cherubim Lion, Ox, Man,
Eagle

11. Leeland_Lamb Reigns 1260 days=4 Cherubim Lion, Ox, Man,
Eagle

11. Leeland_Lamb Reigns 1260 days=4 Cherubim Lion, Ox, Man,
Eagle

11. Leeland_Lamb Reigns 1260 days=4 Cherubim Lion, Ox, Man,
Eagle

11. Leeland_Lamb Reigns 1260 days=4 Cherubim Lion, Ox, Man,
Eagle

11. Leeland_Lamb Reigns 1260 days=4 Cherubim Lion, Ox, Man,
Eagle

11. Leeland_Lamb Reigns 1260 days=4 Cherubim Lion, Ox, Man,
Eagle

Hunger games/Grindwald 4
Beasts = Clearly show the
Flat earth one in the
firmament and one in a
wood Model

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days

Monarch Mind Control=
Mass School shootings all
programed to kill
themselves so there is no
evidence

4. 12 Apostles Sit to Judge Bride, 288k
virgins, 144k wise, Lamb reigns 1260 Pt8

4. 12 Apostles Sit to Judge Bride, 288k
virgins, 144k wise, Lamb reigns 1260 Pt8

4. 12 Apostles Sit to Judge Bride, 288k
virgins, 144k wise, Lamb reigns 1260 Pt8

4. 12 Apostles Sit to Judge Bride, 288k
virgins, 144k wise, Lamb reigns 1260 Pt8

4. 12 Apostles Sit to Judge Bride, 288k
virgins, 144k wise, Lamb reigns 1260 Pt8

4. 12 Apostles Sit to Judge Bride, 288k
virgins, 144k wise, Lamb reigns 1260 Pt8

Mission Impossible and
the 881 and the 12
apostles

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Elite like queen
Elizabeth use the MK Ultra Mind Control to control the mind
of all the shooters in school shootings!!!!
Look at the track record. Look at the common thread they are all receiving mental Health
treatments and available for Monarch mind control techniques…They are typically Programed to
kill themselves.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Robert Kennedy a
friend of God
George HW Bush was their coordinating the
killing Of JFK on Dealy Plaza as an Cia Agent. And
his personal friend fellow mason family the
Hinkleys sacrificed their son to monarch mind
control in order to try to kill Ronald Reagan so
he could become president. Don’t forget he was
the one on Sept. 11, 1990 announcing the need
for a New world order and 5126 Mayan days
later on Sept. 11, 2001 his son George W Bush
oversaw that scam on the American public…

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Enemy of God=
George HW Bush
George HW Bush was their coordinating the
killing Of JFK on Dealy Plaza as an Cia Agent.
And his personal friend fellow mason family
the Hinkleys sacrificed their son to monarch
mind control in order to try to kill Ronald
Reagan so he could become president.
Don’t forget he was the one on Sept. 11,
1990 announcing the need for a New world
order and 5126 Mayan days later on Sept.
11, 2001 his son George W Bush oversaw
that scam on the American public…

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Enemy of God=
George HW Bush
George HW Bush was their coordinating the
killing Of JFK on Dealy Plaza as an Cia Agent. And
his personal friend fellow mason family the
Hinkleys sacrificed their son to monarch mind
control in order to try to kill Ronald Reagan so
he could become president. Don’t forget he was
the one on Sept. 11, 1990 announcing the need
for a New world order and 5126 Mayan days
later on Sept. 11, 2001 his son George W Bush
oversaw that scam on the American public…

Robin Hood Connections

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Movie Robin Hood

Antagonist and
Antichrist Figure is here .

Protagonist and Christ
and King Arthur type
Figure carries a Bow!!!
Christ will return

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Movie Robin Hood

King Arthur was killed by a bow an arrow
and they feel that that is the only way
Jesus can be killed when he returns…there
fore all the movies about Bows ie Hunger
games etc.

Crimes of the Grindelwald
Connections

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving Helpful hints to Saints
in these last days: Movie The Crimes of the Grindelwald

Note there are five left eyes (eyes of the devil or the all seeing eye of Horis and 4 right eyes (eyes of
Christ). Looks like the Antichrist will win as this show is all about Magic. However Jesus does things that
no Magician can do like appear in the sky so all can see above the Flat Earth. (not Globe)

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving Helpful hints to Saints
in these last days: Movie The Crimes of the Grindelwald

4 Horseman and this Movie were all
about Magic. In these Last days the
Black Pope will come out of Hiding
and will perform Black magic
repeating the trick in Pharoahs day
but Remember the result Moses
staff turned to a snake and ate the
other snake… the last chapter of
revelation is all about our victory in
Jesus. Be an over comer…

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Movie Robin Hood

The Next slide will
connect the dots to
the Gods World and
his Sacred Geometry
Usurped and Mocked
by the Masons and
hidden right here in
Plain Sight…

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Movie Robin Hood

What the Movies Teach You about
the Last Days ie Mission
Impossible 881 the Size of the
Capstone of the Throne of God,
Back to the Future= 911Scam on
American Public, Trump Text
=88022 Throne of God location

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Planet Sizes on Flat Earth vs Globe Earth
Size In miles of
Dates assuming
the Universe at
88022 start of the
Garden of Eden
last 13 sections of
until the end date
the pyramid on
ie 88022+89 each
the American
level of the
Dollar bill
pyramid

BNM

BNM

BNM

11/9/2017

11-9-2017 until 11-222018 then What Noah
does next and how Analysis the BNM shoing the 13 level apostasy triangle
Noahs kids were
to the take over some time from 6-6-2020 until 9-3infected againa by 2020 Americans National Id Impletemtn on these Dates.
Hams bad seed of his Religious control probably Sunday worship laws also.
wife that he broght
on the boat.
Trump Mocks all with the 88022 text wchihc is actually
0
the nhight oGods throne
Day of Wrath to show that Enochs days have stated 58
people sacrificed in Las Vegas on Oct. 1, 2017. Note the
89
Lord struggle in Heaven Sun clad woman sign in heaven
9-23-2017.
Mark of the beast comes in the Form of the Emabassy
178
announcement moving to Jerusalem on Dec. 6,2017
267
LORD COMES DOWN

BNM

7/4/2017

989

YOU CAN’T SERVE GOD & MONEY

23

43

-128.00

10/1/2017

990

NO ONE IS FOUND TO GIVE PRAISE TO GOD

9

110

-39.00

12/29/2017

991

SON OF DAVID HAVE MERCY ON ME

[167]

3/28/2018

992

SALVATION COMES TO THIS HOUSE

2

496

139.00

6/25/2018

993

THE STONE THE BUILDERS REJECTED

3

331

228.00

356

9/22/2018

994

WORSHIP GODS OF STONE

2

497

317.00

445

12/20/2018

995

THE HOUR DARKNESS REIGNS

5

199

406.00

534

3/19/2019

996

CHRIST CONDEMNED TO DEATH ON A CROSS

12

83

495.00

623

6/16/2019

997

CHRIST APPEARS A SECOND TIME

[168]

584.00

712

9/13/2019

998

WORD OF GOD BECAME FLESH AMONG US

2

499

673.00

801

KING IS CROWNED=WORD OF GOD BECAME FLESH
AMONG US

KING IS CROWNED

12/11/2019

999

DESTROY THIS TEMPLE AND I WILL RAISE IT IN
THREE DAYS

3

333

762.00

890

DESTROY THIS TEMPLE AND I WILL RAISE IT IN
THREE DAYS=sing of God the sing of Jonah in belly of
wwhale three days ressurtected

SIGN OF GOD

50.00

THE LORD IS MY STRENGTH= gods number 93=Gods
Might
Comet 21P=GLORY TO GOD IN THE HIGHEST ie Luke
21:11 153 fishes Last visitiation of Jesus before he
ascends to heaven
Jesus leaves for Heaven and the Hour of dartkness
reigns at hanukah 2018 and God Resues the 144,000
salvation the woman on the Beast takes the Virgins into
the Wildereness for 3.5 years
4-3-2024 22 days from final Solar Elcipse over
Amewwrica on 4-8-2024.Christ condemned to death by
nations that Hate God ie Muslim nations
CHRIST APPEARS A SECOND TIME in the Air to Pick up
the 144000 virgins and to drop off the two witnesses.
and the Man of Lawless ness is revealed on 6-16-2019
616= alternative 666. Jesus First coming of the second
coming.

HUMILIATION

DAY OF WRATH

MARK OF THE BEAST
LORD COMES DOWN
THE LORD IS MY STRENGTH

GLORY TO GOD IN THE HIGHEST

DRAMATIC RESCUE

NATIONS WHO HATE GOD

MAN OF LAWLESSNESS

Recent Movie of Mission
Impossible : Fallout and
Mason Tom Cruise =881
Palindrome of the Last Days
ie 881= Lords Land Defiled
and 188

188

881

GREAT FEAR OF
GOD

LAND OF LORD
DEFILED

2

[152]

94

PROUD HUMBLED

THE SPIRIT OF THE
LORD

188

881

For the people turneth not unto him
that smiteth them, neither do they
seek the LORD of hosts.

Isa. 9:13-21. The people turneth not unto him means the refused to repent and turn
back to the Lord. To “turn” means to repent (Heb. shub) with a change of mind that
results in a change of direction. Branch and rush means “palm branch and bulrush.”
The leaders are specifically condemned for misleading the people. Isaiah’s word here
are reminiscent of his message in chapter 3.

Thus saith the LORD that made thee,
Isa.
and formed thee from the
Amo
44 v womb, which will help thee; Fear
s2
2
not, O Jacob, my servant; and thou,
Jesurun, whom I have chosen.

Isaiah 44:1-8. This section (44:1-28) contains one of the most amazing prophecies in all
of Scripture. In verse 28 Cyrus, the king of Persia, is named as the coming deliverer of
the Jews more than 140 years in advance. The structure of the poem in verses 24-28 is
arranged deliberately to end with a definite climax, which introduces Cyrus by name.
A similar prediction can be found in 1 Kings 13:2, where Josiah is named three
hundred years ahead of his time. As the passage opens, Israel is again identified as my
servant, who has been chosen from the womb to fulfil God’s purposes. In verse 6, the
prophet emphasizes the oneness of God by stating that beside me there is no God.
Yet, at the same time, the prophet distinguishes between the Lord the King of Israel
and his redeemer the Lord of hosts. The personal name Yahweh is used of both the
King and His Redeemer, the one referring to God the Father and the other referring to
God the Son.

Josh Isa. 9
1 v 13

188 GREAT FEAR OF GOD 2
94 PROUD HUMBLED 188
Josh 1 Isa. 9 v 13 For the people
turneth not unto him that smiteth
them, neither do they seek the
LORD of hosts. Isa. 9:13-21. The
people turneth not unto him
means the refused to repent and
turn back to the Lord. To “turn”
means to repent (Heb. shub)
with a change of mind that
results in a change of direction.
Branch and rush means “palm
branch and bulrush.” The leaders
are specifically condemned for

881 LAND OF LORD DEFILED [152] THE
SPIRIT OF THE LORD 881 Amos 2 Isa. 44 v
2 Thus saith the LORD that made thee, and
formed thee from the womb, which will help
thee; Fear not, O Jacob, my servant; and thou,
Jesurun, whom I have chosen. Isaiah 44:1-8.
This section (44:1-28) contains one of the
most amazing prophecies in all of Scripture. In
verse 28 Cyrus, the king of Persia, is named as
the coming deliverer of the Jews more than
140 years in advance. The structure of the
poem in verses 24-28 is arranged deliberately
to end with a definite climax, which
introduces Cyrus by name. A similar
prediction can be found in 1 Kings 13:2,
where Josiah is named three hundred years
ahead of his time. As the passage opens,
Israel is again identified as my servant, who
has been chosen from the womb to fulfil
God’s purposes. In verse 6, the prophet
emphasizes the oneness of God by stating
that beside me there is no God. Yet, at the

Gods throne from 54450 until 88022.
Here is how you calculate the Last Days to the missing capstone.
Gods
Missing
Capstone
Last days

Circum. Of
Firmament=B=553,252

F10
Gods throne

A=88022
miles tall
Firmamen
t
Of Gods
throne

Phase 1 to calculate
Gods missing capstone
=You must calculate the
circumference of its
firmament=2*pi R
where R=88022
Miles*(3.1426968)*2=
553,252

Gods throne from 54450 until 88022.
Here is how you calculate the Last Days to the missing capstone.
C=10% circle= 15,368

Gods
Missing
Capstone
Last days
F10
Gods throne

88022
miles tall
Firmamen
t
Of Gods
throne

Phase 2 to calculate
Gods 10% circle you
take the
circum./36=B/36=553,2
52/36=15,368 Miles

Gods throne from 54450 until 88022.
Here is how you calculate the Last Days to the missing capstone.
Gods
Missing
Capstone
Last days
F10
Gods throne

88022
miles tall
Firmamen
t
Of Gods
throne

Phase 3 to calculate Gods
square side length that
squares the firmament ie
circum.= To do this just
take the circum. /4
=553,252/4=B/4= 138,313
Miles square side length

D=138,313 Miles
square side length

Gods throne from 54450 until 88022.
Here is how you calculate the Last Days to the missing capstone.
Gods
Missing
Capstone
Last days
F10
Gods throne

88022
miles tall
Firmamen
t
Of Gods
throne

Phase 4 to calculate
Gods Height to the
bottom of the Last Days
missing Capstone= Side
length that squares the
firmament/2=138,313/2
= 69,156 height to
missing capstone

E= 69,156.5 height
to missing
capstone

Gods throne from 54450 until 88022.
Here is how you calculate the Last Days to the missing capstone.
F=18,866 height to
missing capstone

Gods
Missing
Capstone
Last days
F10
Gods throne

88022
miles tall
Firmamen
t
Of Gods
throne

Phase 5 to Height of the
Last Days missing
Capstone= the Pyramids
height minus the Half
the side Length=AE=88022- 69,156=
18,866

Last Days 88022 Pyramid Missing Capstone of Gods Throne
Pyramid
Phase 6 To calculate the Base =
Gods
Missing
Capstone
Last days

the Pyramids height divided by
.636=F/.636 29,666 . To calculate
the Apothem you take the height
divide by .786= F/.786= 24,000

Height of Gods Missing
Capstone with be 18,866
tall in days

H=24,000= Apothem

29,666miles
G=29,666 Base to
missing capstone

Last Days 88022 Pyramid Missing Capstone of Gods Throne
Pyramid BNM Analysis
188

881

296

240

HOLY THINGS
LOST

5

48

FATHER’S
BLESSING

240

Isa. 11:10. The Messiah is again referred to as a root [shoresh] of Jesse as in verse 1. He
is clearly Jewish, for He will stand for an ensign of the people (amim, a term applied
to the Jewish people). Yet Isaiah goes on to say that this is the banner the Gentiles
seek. Thus Isaiah is predicting a time when salvation will come to the Gentiles as well
as to the Jews.

LAND OF LORD
[152]
DEFILED

PEOPLE TOIL

666

And in that day there shall be a root
1 Isa. of Jesse, which shall stand for an
Sam 11 v ensign of the people; to it shall the
4 10 Gentiles seek: and his rest shall be
glorious.

GREAT FEAR OF
2 94 PROUD HUMBLED
GOD

2

HANDS IN
CHAINS

148

3

THE SPIRIT OF THE
LORD

ELECT OF GOD

222 SON OF A HARLOT

For the people turneth not unto him
Josh Isa. 9
188
that smiteth them, neither do they
1 v 13
seek the LORD of hosts.

Isa. 9:13-21. The people turneth not unto him means the refused to repent and turn
back to the Lord. To “turn” means to repent (Heb. shub) with a change of mind that
results in a change of direction. Branch and rush means “palm branch and bulrush.”
The leaders are specifically condemned for misleading the people. Isaiah’s word here
are reminiscent of his message in chapter 3.

Thus saith the LORD that made thee,
Isa.
and formed thee from the
Amo
881
44 v womb, which will help thee; Fear
s2
2 not, O Jacob, my servant; and thou,
Jesurun, whom I have chosen.

Isaiah 44:1-8. This section (44:1-28) contains one of the most amazing prophecies in all
of Scripture. In verse 28 Cyrus, the king of Persia, is named as the coming deliverer of
the Jews more than 140 years in advance. The structure of the poem in verses 24-28 is
arranged deliberately to end with a definite climax, which introduces Cyrus by name.
A similar prediction can be found in 1 Kings 13:2, where Josiah is named three
hundred years ahead of his time. As the passage opens, Israel is again identified as my
servant, who has been chosen from the womb to fulfil God’s purposes. In verse 6, the
prophet emphasizes the oneness of God by stating that beside me there is no God.
Yet, at the same time, the prophet distinguishes between the Lord the King of Israel
and his redeemer the Lord of hosts. The personal name Yahweh is used of both the
King and His Redeemer, the one referring to God the Father and the other referring to
God the Son.

For I will rise up against them, saith
1 Isa.
the LORD of hosts, and cut off from
296 King 14 v
Babylon the name, and remnant, and
5 22
son, and nephew, saith the LORD.
And he hath cast the lot for them,
Isa. and his hand hath divided it unto
666 Ecc 7 34 v them by line: they shall possess it for
17 ever, from generation to generation
shall they dwell therein.

Isaiah 14:12-23 Lucifer most certainly refers toSatan. Now we see the real power
behind the Gentile monarchs. Thus Isaisiah Uses that fall of Satan, which is an
assumed fact to illustrate the fall of the Babylonian king. The Name of Lucifer is
actually the Latin designation for the morning star. (lit., “Lihght Bearer). Ther Hebrew
(Helel) means the” bright one. “ As the morning star speedily disappears before ther
rising sun so Satan, the angel of Light, will be banished to outer darkeness by the
coming of hrte Son of God.
Isa. 34:1-17 The desolation and depopulation of Idumea(Edom) is symbolic of God's
Judgment on the entire Gentile world. The Depopulation of the world by God's
Judgment is emphasized by the words of confusion(tohu) and emptiness (Bohu)
which are also used in Genesis 1:2 to describe the earth as empty and lifeless. theus
the great civilatizations have been reduced to habitation of dragons (tanim, jackals or
scavengers). For cormorant read"pelican"; for bittern read "pocupine" for satyr
read"wild goat". The book of the Lord refers to Gods inspired prophecies predicting
that such a day will certainly come to pass.

What are the world Masons telling you
by Tom Cruise #1 Mason and the Most
Recent Fallout Mission Impossible
Movie

What are the world Masons telling you
by Tom Cruise #1 Mason and the Most
Recent Fallout Mission Impossible
Movie

Dollar Bill 13 Step Last
Days New World Order
Pyramid

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Dollar Bill 13 Step Last Days New World Order Pyramid

Analysis the BNM shoing the 13 level apostasy triangle to the take over some time
from 6-6-2020 until 9-3-2020 Americans National Id Impletemtn on these Dates.
Religious control probably Sunday worship laws also.

Levels of the Pyramid from the Bottom to the NWO temporary take over

Dates assuming 88022 start of the last 13 sections of the pyramid on the American
Dollar bill

14

12/1/2020

13

9/3/2020

12

6/6/2020

11

3/9/2020

10

12/11/2019

9

9/13/2019

KING IS CROWNED=WORD OF GOD BECAME FLESH AMONG
US

8

6/16/2019

Man of Lawless ness is revealed on 6-16-2019 616=
alternative 666. CHRIST APPEARS A SECOND TIME

7

3/19/2019

4-3-2024 22 days from final Solar Elcipse over Amewwrica
on 4-8-2024.Christ condemned to death by nations that
Hate God ie Muslim nations

6

12/20/2018

Jesus leaves for Heaven and the Hour of dartkness reigns at
hanukah 2018 and God Resues the 144,000 salvation

5

9/22/2018

GLORY TO GOD IN THE HIGHEST ie Luke 21:11 153 fishes
Last visitiation of Jesus befor he asscends to heaven

4

6/25/2018

THE LORD IS MY STRENGTH= gods number 93=Gods Might

3

3/28/2018

LORD COMES DOWN

2

12/29/2017

Mark of the beast comes in the Form of the Emabassy
announcement moving to Jerusalem on Dec. 6,2017

10/1/2017

Day of Wrath to show that Enochs days have stated 58
people sacrificed in Las Vegas on Oct. 1, 2017. Note the Lord
struggle in Heaven Sun clad woman sign in heaven 9-232017.

1

HE WHO HONORS THE SON, HONORS THE
FATHER/Hopwever Rlisious Control take sover and the NOW
is in Power Now…
1001 vansihnng point= Factions fight the implementing
Sunday woirship Law. WORSHIP THE FATHER IN SPIRIT &
TRUTH
TRIBE: THE BRIDE OF THE BRIDEGROOM/Religious Control
happens now ie Vatican and Sunday worship becomes
mandated. And the American 666 chip and ID is mandated
this date???
DESTROY THIS TEMPLE AND I WILL RAISE IT IN
THREE DAYS=sing of God the sing of Jonah in belly of
wwhale three days ressurtected

409 teaches us

666 can be expressed in different ways
as a sum of different primes using all ten
digits, i.e., 666 = 2 + 5 + 83 + 109 + 467 =
2 + 5 + 83 + 167 + 409 = 2 + 5 + 89 + 103
+ 467 = 2 + 5 + 89 + 107 + 463. Note that
it is the smallest even number and the
smallest palindrome with this property.
[Capelle]

The 594 connection through
the Giza Pyramid to the
th
Friday the 13 1428 Elm
Street brought you by the
Hollywood occultists to
Honor Satan. However God
quickly turns the tables and
adds 594+2022

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Yahuwah wants you to know what 409 and why it is important to your future place in the New
Jerusalem or Millennium

What is 409 to you a house Hold Cleaner by Proctor and
Gamble. Or is 409 a engine size released in the Phi year of
1961 or a sign of Jesus Return some 61 years later. Or worst
yet a song 409 about the engine. Saros 120 61stMemeber,
61 factors of 186,624 speed of light tell you the truth

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Yahuwah wants you to know what 409 and why it is important to your future place in the New
Jerusalem or Millennium

What is 409 to you a house Hold Cleaner by Proctor and
Gamble. Or is 409 a engine size released in the Phi year of
1961 or a sign of Jesus Return some 61 years later. Or worst
yet a song 409 about the engine. Saros 120 61stMemeber,
61 factors of 186,624 speed of light tell you the truth

409 PROMISE TO SUPPLY ALL NEEDS [80] [PRAYER] 409 Ezra 6 Isa. 22 v 11 Ye made
also a ditch between the two walls for the water of the old pool: but ye have not looked unto th
maker thereof, neither had respect unto him that fashioned it long ago. Isaiah 22:1-14. The
valley of vision refers to Jerusalem, located on the hills surrounded by dominating mountain
ranges. The gathering storm of judgment will dump its greatest torrents on Jerusalem herself
The coming Babylon invasion will cause the people to go up to the housetops to observe the
siege of the city. Kir and Elam are pictured as mercenaries of Babylon. The choicest valleys,
which had known the blessings of prosperity, will then be full of chariots of the invading army
The prophet calls for weeping, mourning, and sackcloth (repentance), but instead the people
have developed the attitude of eat and drink; for tomorrow we shall die.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Yahuwah wants you to know what 594 and why it is important to your future place in the New
Jerusalem or Millennium

What is 594 to you if it is the Number after 593 then you are missing the Boat(Noahs Boat to
Salvation). Did you Know Gods wrist watch is his heavenly bodies ie eclipses are his Hour Hand
His son and the Moon as you can see from the flat earth are his minute and second Hand. The
two largest paired eclipse cycles is 594 years and 666 when added give you 1260. (1260 is the
fractal of 1.26 miles =6660 feet Fractal of the vanishing point. See our studies on vanishing Point
on the Flat Earth for more wisdom) The second most amazing connection to the number 594 is
that it is the height of the Giza Pyramid from the right below the Bottom less pit to the top
where the final Capstone will be placed symbolically when Jesus Returns. Better than all that Isa
19:19 tells you it is the witness and Testimony of God. So where better Place to find the key to
the New Jerusalem and the Battle of Armageddon timing. Here we must combine Friday the 13th
Mystery at 1428 Elm street into the mix. (remember proverbs 16:4 see our proof by the number
s 322 and 188 being revealed in the latest Mission impossible. Satan's mission as shown in the
movie is tot try to destroy Jesus Return and that is revealed by adding the 594 height of the
witness and testimony of God to Satan's witness and testimony(Friday(Friday is vernus in Spanish
ie Venus is the symbolic female leader of the Occult only mars and Venus are in the same
firmament with the sun and the Moon)the 13th at 1428 elm st.) to John 10:10 2300 dan 8:14Dan12:”11 1290=1010 and you see that 1428 Elm street meant for terror is really in spiritual
warfare used for Good ie 1428+594. ___=2022.___ No one will know the day or the hour but we

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Calculating the speed and distance from the sun.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Calculating the speed and distance from the sun.

th
13

Friday the
on 1428
Elm Street and 594

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Yahuwah wants you to know what 594 and why it is important to your future place in the New
Jerusalem or Millennium

What is 594 to you if it is the Number after 593 then you are missing the Boat(Noahs Boat to
Salvation). Did you Know Gods wrist watch is his heavenly bodies ie eclipses are his Hour Hand
His son and the Moon as you can see from the flat earth are his minute and second Hand. The
two largest paired eclipse cycles is 594 years and 666 when added give you 1260. (1260 is the
fractal of 1.26 miles =6660 feet Fractal of the vanishing point. See our studies on vanishing Point
on the Flat Earth for more wisdom) The second most amazing connection to the number 594 is
that it is the height of the Giza Pyramid from the right below the Bottom less pit to the top
where the final Capstone will be placed symbolically when Jesus Returns. Better than all that Isa
19:19 tells you it is the witness and Testimony of God. So where better Place to find the key to
the New Jerusalem and the Battle of Armageddon timing. Here we must combine Friday the 13th
Mystery at 1428 Elm street into the mix. (remember proverbs 16:4 see our proof by the number
s 322 and 188 being revealed in the latest Mission impossible. Satan's mission as shown in the
movie is tot try to destroy Jesus Return and that is revealed by adding the 594 height of the
witness and testimony of God to Satan's witness and testimony(Friday(Friday is vernus in Spanish
ie Venus is the symbolic female leader of the Occult only mars and Venus are in the same
firmament with the sun and the Moon)the 13th at 1428 elm st.) to John 10:10 2300 dan 8:14Dan12:”11 1290=1010 and you see that 1428 Elm street meant for terror is really in spiritual
warfare used for Good ie 1428+594. ___=2022.___ No one will know the day or the hour but we

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Calculating the speed and distance from the sun.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Friday the 13th on 1428 Elm Street

Mortal Engine
Connections

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving Helpful
hints to Saints in these last days: Movie Mortal Engines

This Movie presupposes that WW3 will take place
probably starting in 2019 and go until Armageddon
however they put a twist and forget the return of
Jesus part and the Beautiful streets of God of the
New Jerusalem…

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving Helpful hints to
Saints in these last days: Movie Mortal Engines: Esther Shaw. Esther from The
Bible and Shaw was the name of the CIA agent who coordinated JFKs killing.
Why is the protagonist of this movie the Christ
character is named Esther Shaw. The
Antagonist (literally Satan indwelling in a man) a
evil man Pretending to be religious building a
death Tesla Coil in the Vatican roof. All of this is
now located in a functional Moving city of
London complete with four lions of the Tribe of
Judah and Big Ben (Rothschild's clock) as the
negotiate the latter part of the 1000 year
Millennial reign. Satan has been released for a
time this movie vindicates Leeland Jones in
emphasizing the Book of Esther in his Last Days
14 year analysis

Aqua man Connections

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Movie Aquaman

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Movie Aquaman

Why is Aquaman Named King
Arthur??? Are they sticking there
tongue out at you about the missing
king Arthur History from the school
records and libraries. Yes it is available
if you know where to look but since he
has been demonized as a myth no one
bothers to really research him…

Kings Man Connections
Connections

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Movie Kingsman

Mason Mocking Tongue
is done to show that all the wisdome
hidden in the prior movies they think is
only assessable by accessing Lucifer's
Masons Jesuits or Illuminati. However
here is all their wisdome and you can
keep your soul and enjoy the new
Jerusalem and the Climate change
issues associated with that event…

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Mocking tongue of
Masons

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Mocking tongue of
Masons

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Mocking tongue of
Masons

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Mocking tongue of
Masons

Let your soul return to
Jesus

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

I’am I’am and the
deceiver is NOT I’AM

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!)

Mark Twain a
mason, speaks
the truth. It is
easier to fool
the people
than convince
them they have
been fooled!!!

God’s Flat Earth: Everything
Comes from Giza Gods witness
and testimony. Isa 19,20
31,504 mi

Great White throne of
Judgment=Rev. 20:11
God’s
Throne

New Jerusalem
=Rev. 20:11
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Sea Level
When Traveling Down the Firmament the Sun changes 10.84 miles
per day in elevation. The Sun and Moon as they both travel a
Fibonacci curve they cris crossing down the firmament creating the 14
phases of the moon. The Moon changes elevation per day by 67.05
miles a day and stays at 45 ° to the Flat Earth North Pole.

God’s Throne = 88022 mi. above the NP = Great
White Throne of Judgment Rev. 20:11

New Jerusalem =
31,504 mi. = Rev. 21:2

4950 mi.

3960 mi.

Sun and Moon Horizontal
Speeds moving in the firmament

2970 mi.

6th = 12,870 mi. Venus & Mars
5th = 7920 mi. Mercury & Earth

7th = 20,790 mi. Saturn & Jupiter Jesus & NJ

Jesus Abode = 31,680 mi.
8th = 33,660 mi. Neptune & Uranus

9th = 54,450 mi. Pluto & Angels

10th Firmament = God’s Throne= 88,022 mi.
(88022 Trump text)

Teaching the keys to the heights
and distances of the Sun and
the Moon from
Sea Level and the
North Pole.

 778 mph at the Tropic of
Cancer (BNM=Good News)
 1037 mph at the Equator
(BNM=Falling Away)
 1296 mph at the Tropic of
Capricorn (BNM= New
Jerusalem)

Sea Level

When Traveling the Firmament, the Sun with a complete cycle = 365.24 days changes 10.84 miles in elevation as it travel a
Fibonacci curve crisscrossing the Moon down the firmament. The Moon creating the 14 phases changes elevation and increases
by 67.05 miles a day with a complete cycle = 59.06 days. Daily snapshots from the same spot will create the Analemma. For
More Details go to flatearthandthelastdaysblog.wordpress.com

History In general shows it and Ebb and
flow in Israel's past when it Followed Ghod
blessing and when it left God Curses same
with Germany in 1878-1945 when they
rebuilt the Seat of Satan. Fast Forward to
America. From 1945-2024. The
Abomination of July 25,2015 with
baphomet in Detroit then the Arch of Baal
in New york then the Idol of darkness Cali
light up on the empire state building in
New York…Yorks ar blue Bloods…

History In general a history of
Abominations from Maccabean revolt of
167 bc on 12-16-167bc to the 576
Abomination that makes desoalte of 576
comet erased form history books that mad
King Arthur 2 take 1400 ships to Virgina.
(take me home to West virginia).
Remembering how Germany was cursed
by the seat of Satan in their land
progresivly until its fall in 1945. America
has now seen three abominations come to
the land …

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off some of his most ardent
enemies!!!) Enemies of God= Nixon, Abortion, LBJ
(72 hours of Jan 20-22 That Lead to the decline of America ,1973= God is Not Mocked. )

President Nixon was
inaugurated1-20-1973 he
lead the USA in two Huge
Embarrassments ie We
lost the first war in
America under his
leadership and he had to
leave office in Disgrace…

Supreme Court approved Abortion1-21-1973 and
In the same Hour God killed the man responsible
for that ie appointing Thurgood Marshall to the
court. To Date 50 Million Babies Sacrificed.
God Judged America and sealed its
downfall with the election of Nixon
and he killed LBJ directly responsible
for killing JFK along with Cia Agent
George HW Bush. LBJ Appointed
Liberal Thurgood Marshall to the
Court who pushed the Abortion bill
through. God Killed him with a
Massive and very painful Heart Attack
on Jan22, 1973. Im sure he heated up
Hell a bit for his arrival…

America’s decline Abomination = Abotion of 55 Million Babies during Bill Clintons
presidency He expanded abortions all over the owrld and tax funded them… No
wonder he was almost impeached

Americas decline started
July 25, 2015

Hundreds Gather for Unveiling of Satanic Statue in
Detroit-9th of AV July 25, 2015. Obama's Little Horn in the
center of the two horns. Chapter Dan 8:9

Baphomet is Not only in Detroit he is in the Olympic Uniforms! When will America see
its Destiny of Destruction and Christians REPENT. Washington DC is on the 77 Parallel.
77= False Prophet/Mystery Babylon???

Baphamet statue came on July 25, 2015 to USA
it is everywhere integrated into our culture
even the Olympic Uniforms…

Baphamet is everywhere Leave the Worlds System and come Back to the
Plan of God’s Salvation. His Desire is that None are lost!!!

America’s decline Abomination #2= New York City having the Enterance the Baal
Temple Statue installed in

America’s decline Abomination #3= Cali the Goddess of Darkness projected on the
Empire State Building the symbol of America for so many years

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Yea Just ignore it!!! Well what other operations have I been taught to Ignore and
what at the consequences: Operation Alice in Wonderland meant to take the
world down the Rabbit Hole. And out of the Rabbit hole if your lucky enough to
survive the nuclear wars comes the feudal system with the rich ruling of the
masses in Hunger games style..
Operation Paper Clip brought some 1600 German scientist to America following the war
end in 1945. Ie the Nazis were not defeated they just moved to America

November 16, 2017 Last
Day of Hanukah during
the time of Macabees
this was the date of the
abomination tha makes
desolate in 167 BC

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Details of the American Revolutionary War: Summary chart
of timing..
Sept. 11,1773 Ben
Franklin and John
Adams talked with
British General to avert
war.

12-16-1773 Boston
Tea Party (Last day of
Hannukah)

July 4, 1776 America
Declares its
Independence

3 year duration
At this point America would run under a temporary government
until George Washington ins elected in 1789. the Declaration of
Independence made Idol Worship Illegal. However with political
pressure Washington would amend it to allow all religions… Now our
Supreme court is run by 3 Ashkenazi Jews and 9 Catolic Idol
worshipers… Abomination to the Lord

Nov. 25, 1776
Thanks giving
is established
Modeling
Hanukah

Why are the Illuminati and
Masons and Jesuits giving
you the Mocking Tongue???

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Mocking tongue of
Masons

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Mocking tongue of
Masons

Why are the Illuminati and
Masons and Jesuits giving
you the Mocking Tongue???
Answer is they know what
you don’t… and they are
blaming the coming of
Christ on Climate Change
and you are buying it!!!

Conclusion

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leelands 14 year plan with Sun and Moon Speed Revelations

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

I’am I’am and the
deceiver is NOT I’AM

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!)

Mark Twain a
mason, speaks
the truth. It is
easier to fool
the people
than convince
them they have
been fooled!!!

God’s Flat Earth: Everything
Comes from Giza Gods witness
and testimony. Isa 19,20
31,504 mi

Great White throne of
Judgment=Rev. 20:11
God’s
Throne

New Jerusalem
=Rev. 20:11
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New Jerusalem Realm
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Sea Level
When Traveling Down the Firmament the Sun changes 10.84 miles
per day in elevation. The Sun and Moon as they both travel a
Fibonacci curve they cris crossing down the firmament creating the 14
phases of the moon. The Moon changes elevation per day by 67.05
miles a day and stays at 45 ° to the Flat Earth North Pole.

God’s Throne = 88022 mi. above the NP = Great
White Throne of Judgment Rev. 20:11

New Jerusalem =
31,504 mi. = Rev. 21:2

4950 mi.

3960 mi.

Sun and Moon Horizontal
Speeds moving in the firmament

2970 mi.

6th = 12,870 mi. Venus & Mars
5th = 7920 mi. Mercury & Earth

7th = 20,790 mi. Saturn & Jupiter Jesus & NJ

Jesus Abode = 31,680 mi.
8th = 33,660 mi. Neptune & Uranus

9th = 54,450 mi. Pluto & Angels

10th Firmament = God’s Throne= 88,022 mi.
(88022 Trump text)

Teaching the keys to the heights
and distances of the Sun and
the Moon from
Sea Level and the
North Pole.

 778 mph at the Tropic of
Cancer (BNM=Good News)
 1037 mph at the Equator
(BNM=Falling Away)
 1296 mph at the Tropic of
Capricorn (BNM= New
Jerusalem)

Sea Level

When Traveling the Firmament, the Sun with a complete cycle = 365.24 days changes 10.84 miles in elevation as it travel a
Fibonacci curve crisscrossing the Moon down the firmament. The Moon creating the 14 phases changes elevation and increases
by 67.05 miles a day with a complete cycle = 59.06 days. Daily snapshots from the same spot will create the Analemma. For
More Details go to flatearthandthelastdaysblog.wordpress.com

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leeland’s’ Last Day timing with Sun and Moon speeds added
for emphasis

